
 

The Women in Energy series is a joint project between USEA and USAID that was developed out of 

USEA’s Engendering Utilities Partnership, a program funded by USAID to improve gender policies and 

gender outcomes at their respective organizations. 

 

  

Every month we feature a woman who has shown exemplary leadership. We want to showcase your story 

this month. The women among you come from diverse backgrounds and roles, and they bring with them a 

unique perspective to gender equality within the energy sector. 

 

 

 

Women in Energy Interview Questions 

1. How have your education and career path led you to where you are now? 

 

“I have only had three long-term jobs in my career, and they each built on each other, although 

at times in unexpected ways. After being educated as a lawyer, I worked in a law firm for eight 

years. From there got a part-time job as a lawyer at an electric company (New England Electric 

System, now National Grid) when my children were young. I quickly learned that I loved working 

on energy issues. I ended up staying 21 years, in legal and management positions of growing 

responsibility. That career experience gave me the visibility to be considered for a nomination as 

a FERC Commissioner, an unexpected opportunity that led to nine amazing years on the 

Commission. Since leaving FERC, I have been working in board and academic roles, including on 

the board of ISO-New England and most recently as a fellow at the Columbia University Center 

on Global Energy Policy.” 

 

 

2. Over the course of your career, have you witnessed changes in the sector that have launched 

more women into leadership positions? 

 

“I have definitely seen more women in all parts of the energy sector than early in my career, and 

with that critical mass has come the gradual growth in the number of women in leadership. One 

particular change I have observed is in the fields from which leaders are drawn. When I started 

in energy in the 1980s, it seemed that most senior leaders had come from engineering or 

technical fields, which were then nearly exclusively male. More recently, given the changes and 

challenges in the industry, I have observed more leaders coming from the regulatory and legal 

organizations within companies, which tend to have larger numbers of women. I believe this 

trend has contributed to more opportunities for women to rise in their organizations.” 



3. Technology is transforming the traditional utility business model into a more modern interactive 

grid. Some utilities view this transformation as an opportunity to focus on change management 

and diversity. Research provides compelling evidence that inclusion and diversity unlock 

innovation and drives better business performance. What, if anything, is your organization doing 

to attract, retain, and promote more women into senior management positions to respond to 

the dramatic industry transformation? 

 

“Since I am not currently in a single organization, I will speak to what I have seen work over the 

course of my career, especially during my time at FERC and in my current roles with ISO-New 

England and Columbia. The most effective strategies I have seen are: 

 

1. First of all, actually put women in positions of which they are capable. Nothing speaks more 

loudly about an organization’s concern about gender diversity (or any other aspect of 

diversity) than the people whom they actually promote. Each senior woman is a role model 

for others. 

 

2. In order to achieve #1, recruit and retain a critical mass of talented women, and actively 

develop them, including by giving them opportunities to learn in different parts of the 

organization. I was very fortunate to have a mentor early in my career, John Rowe (then 

CEO of New England Electric System), who created opportunities for me to move to 

different jobs around the company.  He used to say “never be afraid to give an opportunity 

to someone you think can do a job,” even if they are not the obvious choice. I have tried to 

apply those words as I choose people for positions, and have repeated them to others many 

times.  

 

3. Establish supportive policies for working parents, including women, and try to implement 

them in spirit as well as in law. In my generation, many talented women started their 

careers in high-profile roles, then fell off the ladder when they tried to navigate their child-

bearing years.  

 

4. Create opportunities for women across your organization to know and learn from each 

other, including through affinity or networking groups. This is especially important for 

women who may be in parts of the organization without a lot of female colleagues. It is a 

different way of achieving critical mass. 

 

5. Be mindful of subtle or symbolic messages you send. For example, try to ensure that panels 

or lineups of speakers at both internal and external events include diverse groups of 

speakers. If this seems impossible, ask yourself why, and redouble your efforts to develop 

diverse workgroups.” 

 

 



4. Are talented women within your organization making it to top leadership positions? Why/why 

not? 

 

“I have seen a definite growth of women in senior positions across all the organizations I am 

associated with, and have tried hard to encourage that, for example when I was chairman at 

FERC. However, this is definitely a work in progress nearly everywhere. I am sometimes 

concerned that workplaces are so much more diverse than they used to be, and we have so 

many other issues to think about, that we as a society won’t feel the need to keep pushing on 

gender diversity. Until we walk into a group of senior leaders from across the energy sector and 

it looks like the community at large, we aren’t “there” yet.” 

 

 

5. Companies that embrace diversity outperform their competitors. What type of diversity 

programs does your organization have in place to mentor future women leaders?  How does 

your organization measure and report gender diversity? Is the data publicly available? 

 

“I know that ISO-New England, where I am privileged to be on the board, has worked hard to 

put in place programs and efforts to recruit and develop a diverse workforce, including women. 

These efforts include examples of the steps I outlined above. The organization has also brought 

in an outside consultant to ensure they were learning from successful programs at other 

organizations, launched a Council for Diversity and Inclusion and women’s focus groups, and 

participated actively in external groups that support women in energy. At the Columbia Center 

on Global Energy Policy, which I just joined, their Women in Energy program works to connect 

and develop women across the energy industry, and I look forward to being part of their 

efforts.” 

 

 

6. What actions should the energy and electricity sector be focused on to accelerate change, 

increase diversity, and foster a better gender balance in the boardroom? 

 

“In addition to the items I listed in response to question 3 above, I would add the imperative to 

be involved in the educational community, to develop and recruit a diverse group of future 

leaders. Whereas many in my generation, like me, moved sideways into an energy career, more 

young people today are actively seeking to work in energy and environmental fields in the 

future. We need to encourage this and be sure they are given the background they need to 

succeed. Given all the energy and climate challenges we face, we need the best and the 

brightest of the next generation working on them, and we can’t leave any part of that 

generation behind.” 

 

 


